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WALKING IN A CHRISTMAS 
WONDERLAND
BRING THE JOLLY FEELING INTO YOUR HOME



The holiday season is coming up and people are already thinking about 
how they are going to create a memorable interior design that brings 
warmth and joy. A Christmas without great decor it’s like a Christmas 
without one of the season’s most famous songs. Symbols of one of the 
popular design styles across the world, DelightFULL, and Essential Home 

prepared the best Christmas combinations that you always hoped 
and idealized.

WALKING IN A CHRISTMAS 
WONDERLAND

press@delightfull.eu  | +351 914 922 036

Bring The Jolly feeling Into Your Home, 
Room by Room

HANNA FLOOR LAMP BY DELIGHTFULL & MARCO ARMCHAIR BY ESSENTIAL HOME



This year has brought us a way of seeing life that nobody was expecting. 
The online world has entered our daily routine, so the small thing in life 
like a flick through a magazine or the family Sunday dinner has gained 
an all-new meaning that was starting to faith away. Christmas isn’t a 
season. It’s a feeling and it’s going to be the perfect opportunity to reset 
the world’s interior design inspiration… How? Through unique furniture 
and lighting combinations that can light up any room with their great 

design, cheerful colors, and comfortable structure. 

This interior design journey through your home décor is going to show 
some room by room creative ideas to help you set the most memorable 
holiday ambiance for the special season. Now, to start, think about the 
most best-loved Christmas songs and see how mid-century modern 

classic combinations can bring warmth and happiness into your life.

ELLEN ARMCHAIR BY ESSENTIAL HOMEpress@delightfull.eu  | +351 914 922 036



Hallways can be underestimated in the decorating process of any home 
decor because most people think that is going to be unnoticed in the 
home tour, however, they couldn’t be more mistaken. True design lovers 
will notice every single detail in the mid-century design of your home 
decor, including this neutral space. The best way to welcome friends and 

family is through iconic mid-century combination.

Craig Console Table
By Essential Home

 Janis Table Lamp 
By DelightFULL

HALLWAY
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Everything is ready to go so it is time to take the party to the dining space 
which must be incredibly decorated with the best furniture, lighting and 
home décor accessories that recalls all of the great feelings from the 
holiday season. Having a well-decorated dining room design can be 
quite challenging at times, but DelightFULL and Essential Home have the 
best mid-century combinations. This beautiful dining room project truly 
shows how to create a special environment for the holidays with the 

right furniture desi and lighting designs.

Bertroia Dining Table ; Marco Dining Chair
By Essential Home

Abbey Suspension Lamp
By DelightFULL

DINING ROOM
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The right office interior design can boost productivity and creativity 
during working hours, and that is something quite important for this new 
reality that we are experiencing, especially since the holiday season is 
coming up. It’s crucial to choose the right lighting and furniture design 
combination which will make your worktime past so much faster. For 
example, EssentialHome’s Lasdun desk and Collins chair are a great and 
simple way to add a fun mid-century twist to your trendy office décor 

that will make you clock go much faster.

Lasdun Desk ; Collins Chair ; Blake Shelf 
By Essential Home

Miles Table Lamp
By DelightFULL

HOME OFFICE
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This is the place where some people spent their Christmas evening 
with a great book and a cup of hot chocolate, so why not improve it 
with some unique design ideas. Essential Home’s Wormley Side Table 
and DelightFULL’s Turner Pendant Lamp will bring a joyfull feeling to this 

unique space. Simple yet elegant! 

Wormley Side Table
By Essential Home

Turner Pendant Lamp
By DelightFULL

READING CORNER
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The living room area is one of the most important spaces during the 
Holiday season since it is the place where the family gets together to 
share and create unique memories. It isn’t difficult to create a timeless 
living room design that can stay in the design lover’s memory forever… 
The secret is to choose the right furniture pieces that provide style and 
comfort and mix them with a creative lighting fixture that will highlight 

the entire space with its unique details.

Diamond Mirror ; Dandridge Sofa ; Craig Center Table
By Essential Home

Amy Floor Lamp
By DelightFULL

LIVING ROOM
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While a part of the family is standing in the living room talking about 
the year that is almost over, there are people in the kitchen preparing 
the traditional Christmas dinner for everyone so it’s important to make 
sure that the interior design is right on point. A great kitchen project 
doesn’t have to be overly complicated, it just needs to have a stylish 
bar chair design, like, combined with statement lighting pieces such as 
Aretha Suspension Lamp by DelightFULL, Winchester Dining Table and 
Perry Dining Chair by Essential Home. From minimalistic clean lines to 
contemporary inspirations, there are many interior design styles where 

you can choose from to create your dreamy kitchen design.

Winchester Dining Table ; Perry Dining Chair
By Essential Home

Aretha Suspension Lamp
By DelightFULL

KITCHEN
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For those of you who are looking for the right inspirational design ideas 
to do a complete bedroom design makeover, here is a unique tip that 
might come in handy. The ultimate bedroom project must include the 
right furniture pieces and lighting designs, such as the Turner Pendant 
Lamp and Sophia Bed enhanced by your favorite color tones. This is the 

only way your mid-century bedroom design can remain 
unique and timeless.

Sophia Bed ; Craig Side Table
By Essential Home

Turner Pendant Lamp
By DelightFULL

BEDROOM
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A B O U T  D E L I G H T F U L L
-

Design Unique Lamps

A fresh reinterpretation of mid-century lighting 
design. We revive design and inspirational art from 
the 40s to 70s, bringing to you fresh classic lamps 

with the progress of colors and materials of 
modern décor. 

Our mid-century spirit can be suitable for any project 
customizing any piece that you need. We promise 
you a full experience of the mid-century world, 
through iconic design around trendsetting places. 
Today, with a solid structure and factory to provide 
you with the best you can get, we have solutions for 

short lead time projects!

C O N T A C T  U S
-

PRESS TEAM
PRESS@DELIGHTFULL.EU 

PRESS MANAGER – SOFIA FONSECA
SFONSECA@DELIGHTFULL.EU

@DELIGHTFULLL


